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Abstract 

The present paper provides evidence that seemingly erratic linearisation patterns of 
experiencer-object verbs in German can be accounted for by integrating well-known 
linearisation constraints. The analysis is based on two Two-Alternative Forced-Choice 
experiments: The first study tests experiencer-object verbs with inanimate subjects, the 
second one tests experiencer-object verbs with animate subjects. If the subject is 
inanimate, experiencer-object verbs selecting a dative object (e.g., behagen ‘to please’) 
prefer an object-before-subject linearisation while the ones selecting an accusative 
object (e.g., bezaubern ‘to charm’) lean towards subject before object. With animate 
subjects, accusative-object experiencer-object verbs prefer subject before object, while 
there is no clear preference for dative-object experiencer-object verbs. An explorative 
investigation reveals verb-specific differences that call into question the case-based 
classes. We argue that linearisation preferences of experiencer-object verbs in German 
should be analysed by coupling free base generation with violable linearisation 
constraints. We provide an analysis along these lines, which is based on a semantic 
distinction between different kinds of stimuli and does not require case-based 
constraints. 

KEYWORDS: experiencer-object verb, psych verb, word order, experimental 
linguistics, forced-choice experiment, German 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 The normal argument order of experiencer-object verbs 
Both subject-object (SO) and object-subject (OS) serialisations are possible in German. 
The choice, however, is not arbitrary: it is a standard assumption that there is a normal 
order, and that deviations from this order may affect interpretation (see Höhle 
2019/1982). Hence, both sentences in (1) are grammatical, but (1a) is contextually 
relatively unrestricted, while (1b) is restricted to contexts in which Emma bears focus.1 

(1) a. Der Peter hat gesagt, dass die          Emma den        Dieter vermöbelt  
         the  Peter has said      that  the.NOM Emma the.ACC Dieter beaten.up   
         hat. 
         has 
        ‘Peter said that Emma beat up Dieter.’ 
b. Der Peter hat gesagt, dass den        Dieter die          Emma vermöbelt  
         the  Peter has said      that  the.ACC Dieter the.NOM Emma beaten.up 
         hat. 
         has 
        ‘Peter said that it was Emma who beat up Dieter.’ 

Closer scrutiny into verb classes other than transitive action verbs reveals that normal 
order appears to be predicate-, class- or even construction-dependent. In addition, 
verb-extrinsic properties such as the animacy of the arguments (Müller 1999, Fanselow 
2003) are often considered relevant. Hence, argument serialisation appears to be 
driven by predicate(-class)-specific properties, predicate-extrinsic properties of the 
individual elements ordered (such as animacy, or weight), and predicate-extrinsic 
properties affecting the meaning of the whole clause (such as focus, or scope).  

A particularly problematic class in this respect are experiencer-object (EO) verbs, the 
normal order of which has been discussed controversially in theoretical and 
experimental linguistics. EO verbs are a subclass of psych verbs, verbs that can be 
characterised by an entailment about the mental state of an experiencer,2 namely those 

 

1 German is an OV language bearing the verb-second property: In main clauses, the finite verb will follow the first 
constituent, while the underlying order is visible in embedded clauses. The midfield (‘Mittelfeld’) is the area 
between C (which hosts the finite verb in main clauses) and the verbal complex at the end of the clause. In this text, 
we will only consider serialisations in the midfield, while a positioning of arguments (or adjuncts) in pre-verbal 
position of verb-second clauses (prefield, ‘Vorfeld’) will not concern us here. 

2 This has to be taken as a working definition. Many verbs usually classified as psych-verbs also have non-psych 
readings and many verbs usually classified as non-psych may receive a psych-reading in appropriate contexts (see 
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that realise their experiencer argument as their object. The subject of EO verbs 
generally refers to the semantic stimulus of the psychological state. Following the 
influential analysis of Italian psych verbs by Belletti & Rizzi (1988), the class of EO 
verbs is subdivided into accusative EO verbs with an accusative object as in (2) and 
dative EO verbs (3). The third class in their tripartite subclassification are experiencer-
subject (ES) verbs, where the experiencer is the subject (e.g. English fear). It is widely 
held that ES verbs are semantically stative and syntactically transitive, and dative EO 
verbs stative and unaccusative (their object is taken to c-command their subject on 
some level of syntactic representation), while the syntactic and aspectual nature of 
accusative EO verbs is debated (Rozwadowska et al. 2020; cf. Belletti & Rizzi 1988; 
Pesetsky 1995; Arad 1998; Reinhart 2003; Landau 2010). 

(2) Leon hat  gesagt, dass ein      Artikel         einen Leser           geärgert  hat. 
Leon has said      that   a.NOM article.NOM a.ACC reader.ACC annoyed has 
‘Leon said that an article annoyed a reader.’ 

(3) Ali hat  gesagt, dass  einem Maler           ein       Selbstporträt gefallen        hat. 
Ali has  said      that   a.DAT  painter.DAT a.NOM self-portrait   appealed.to has 
‘Ali said that a painter liked a self-portrait.’ 

There is a near-consensus that the normal order with dative EO verbs in German is 
OS (see Lenerz 1977; Fanselow 1992; Wegener 1999; Haider & Rosengren 2003; Hirsch 
2018 among others).3 For accusative EO verbs, however, linearisation properties are 
debated. Lenerz (1977), Haider & Rosengren (2003), and Primus (2004) exclude 
agentive readings of some accusative EO verbs from consideration (as these are 
analysed to follow the same linearisation as prototypical action verbs etc., thus SO) 
and do not propose differences between accusative and dative EO verbs on the non-
agentive reading. From Fanselow’s (1992) analysis it seems to follow that accusative 
EO verbs should have an SO normal order, while he later (2003: 204 seq.) proposes that 
both orders are normal for accusative EO verbs (although he argues for OS with 
interessieren ‘to interest’ (p. 203)). Hirsch (2018) adopts this view for a subclass of 
accusative EO verbs, namely those he considers stative, and assumes an SO normal 
order for the others. Primus (2004) assumes a free order for non-causal EO verbs (both 
accusative and dative). 

 

e.g. Bouchard 1995). In our experiments, we only use verbs that occur only rarely or (preferably) not at all in non-
psych readings in GerEO (Poppek et al. 2022). 

3 However, when authors controlled for animacy, it has occasionally been noted that both orders are judged as 
equally acceptable (see Lötscher 1981; Barðdal & Eythórsson & Dewey 2014). 
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Previous experimental studies point towards OS for dative verbs and SO for 
accusative verbs. Most studies agree that accusative EO verbs tend towards SO 
(although to a lesser extent than action verbs, or verbs with experiencer-subjects) 
(Scheepers et al. 2000; Temme & Verhoeven 2016; Verhoeven & Temme 2017; Ellsiepen 
& Bader 2018). While Temme & Verhoeven (2016) conclude that dative EO verbs tend 
towards OS, Fanselow & Häussler & Weskott (2016) find that OS is preferred with 
dative EO verbs whose perfect tense auxiliary is sein ‘to be’, but both orders are 
acceptable with those whose perfect tense auxiliary is haben ‘to have’. The animacy of 
the subject is regarded as a decisive factor with animate subjects pushing towards SO 
(Scheepers et al. 2000). In Verhoeven’s (2015) corpus study the OS rate was above 50 % 
in the midfield for all kinds of EO verbs, and around 80 % for dative EO verbs, if the 
subject was inanimate, but it dropped to less than 10 % if the subject was animate with 
accusative EO verbs (dative around 50 %). In a corpus study presented by Ellsiepen & 
Bader (2018: 30), accusative EO verbs occur primarily with an SO order.  

Three remarkable aspects must be noted about all previous experimental studies: 
First, there is no empirical study in which accusative and dative EO verbs are 
compared directly in the same experiment. Given that experimental data are not 
independent from one another both in terms of the participants and the items 
presented in a study, this is a major methodological drawback. Secondly, an 
experimental separation of accusative and dative EO verbs hard-codes the case-based 
classification instead of experimentally testing its viability. This is exacerbated by the 
recent observation that verbs assumed to belong to the same class show ample 
heterogeneity, which raises doubts about taking the case-based classification for 
granted (Hirsch 2018, Poppek et al. 2021).4 The classes, of course, must be represented 
in the statistical analysis of the data if hypotheses are formulated with the classes in 
mind. An awareness of potential differences between class members, however, should 
lead to a choice of verbs that facilitates subsequent explorative analyses searching for 
reflexes of these differences. Thirdly, participants in previous experimental studies 
(except for Scheepers et al. 2000 and Ellsiepen & Bader 2018) were presented verb-
second clauses, where one argument was placed in the prefield. Placing constituents 

 

4 A reviewer asks for elaboration on the different subclasses of accusative and dative EO verbs. There is no 
subclassification agreed upon in the literature. Poppek et al. (2021) mainly show that verbs within a group differ 
regarding the argument structure alternations and syntactic constructions they occur in in corpus data, but they do 
not propose a classification. Engelberg (2018) comes to a similar conclusion with similar data and proposes a 
classification (p. 59), but only for a very small number of verbs. Hirsch (2018) focuses on triplets of verbs with the 
same root (root, prefixed, reflexive, e.g. ärgern ‘to annoy’, verärgern ‘to upset’, sich ärgern ‘be annoyed’) claiming that 
there are systematic semantic and syntactic differences. 
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in the prefield may introduce possibly confounding effects, it may e.g. be used to signal 
contrastive focus (Frey 2006). Hence, using verb-second clauses should be considered 
methodologically problematic.  

We may thus conclude that there is no consensus regarding the normal order of EO 
verbs in theoretical linguistics, and that previous studies in experimental linguistics 
suffer from not comparing the case-based classes directly, from taking them for 
granted in the first place, and from using structures in the studies that may yield 
confounding effects.  

To address these issues, we have conducted two Two-Alternative-Forced-Choice 
experiments that target the linearisation preferences of German EO verbs, both with 
inanimate (study A) and animate (study B) subjects. Both studies show that a small 
number of verbs deviates from the general pattern of their case-based class. Study B 
shows that certain EO verbs with a dative object do not prefer a linearisation at all if 
both subject and object are animate. This is hard to reconcile with accounts of German 
constituent order that assume that the normal order is a direct reflection of a single 
base order (for the distinction between normal order and base order, see section 1.2). 
Based on the experimental results, we will present an account that uses free base 
generation in combination with violable linearisation constraints to explain the 
observed patterns. The account is not based on the case of the object of the verbs, but 
on a semantic distinction between different kinds of stimulus arguments introduced 
to the linguistic literature by Pesetsky (1995), namely causers and objects of emotion 
(see section 4.2).  

1.2 Normal order vs. base order 
Research on word order variability in German is abundant and cannot be reviewed 
with due appreciation here (see e.g. Abels 2015; Frey 2015; Salzmann 2023 for 
overviews). Most importantly, however, the concept normal order must be 
distinguished from the concept base order. While the normal order is the order that is 
contextually least restricted (Höhle 2019/1982), a base order emerges in theoretical 
works if arguments must be combined in a specific order with the verbal projection.  

Most researchers assume a specific order of combination in general, for verb classes, 
for predicates, or possibly for predicates and constructions, as can be witnessed in Frey 
(1993), Müller (1999), Haider & Rosengren (2003), among many others. In such 
approaches (except for Müller’s), normal order is taken to reflect a base order, which 
is the simplest configurational structure derived from the fixed order of combinations. 
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Deviations from this order are taken to be the results of scrambling, i.e. movement to 
the left. It is important to note that with such an approach, there can only be one base 
order (in general, per predicate, class, or whatever subdivision is taken to hold), and 
hence only one normal order. The base order for transitive verbs may differ from verb 
to verb, but either the object or the subject is bound to merge first; and if they are found 
in a different order, at least one element must have moved. If normal orders reflect the 
base order (in a setting where there are no relevant differences between subject and 
object), there should thus only be one normal order (for a set of sentences differing 
only regarding serialisation). 

The approach by Fanselow (2001; 2003) reflects a minority view, according to which 
a head can realise its arguments in (almost) any order. Hence, there is no fixed base 
order. Fanselow presents both conceptual and empirical arguments against the 
stipulation of a base order. He raises doubts on the idea that free word order requires 
movement, while fixed word order comes for free and provides an analysis where 
fixed word order follows from movement.    

Another term closely linked to normal order is unmarked order. In one sense, a sentence 
is marked if it is contextually more restricted than the other sentence(s) from its 
comparison set (Höhle 2019/1982, see also ibd. for the intricate difference between 
normal and unmarked). In another sense, markedness is equated to suboptimality with 
regard to a constraint hierarchy (Müller 1999). A long research tradition (e.g. Lötscher 
1981; Uszkoreit 1987; Hoberg 1997; Keller 2000; Ellsiepen & Bader 2018) tries to model 
serialisation in the midfield using constraints encoding some of the factors taken to 
influence constituent order in German from a descriptive perspective, such as 
animacy, definiteness or case. Ellsiepen & Bader (2018) provide an overview of this 
literature (see also Turgay 2017) and they report on a series of experiments conducted 
to establish a constraint ranking, or a set of weights. They arrive at the hierarchy in 
(4)5: 

 

5 In fact, they propose a constraint ranking as well as an ordering of constraint weight (p. 28). The hierarchy in (4) 
follows the latter one, omitting the weights (which are not directly comparable to the ones we will present in section 
4.3 due to differences in modelling and encoding) and replacing Ellsiepen & Bader’s (2018) constraint names by the 
notation we will use in section 4.3. ≺ stands for “precedes”, > for “is more important than” here. 
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(4) NOMINATIVE ≺ ACCUSATIVE >  
ANIMATE ≺ INANIMATE >  
DEFINITE ≺ INDEFINITE >  
AGENT ≺ NON-AGENT6 >  
NOMINATIVE ≺ DATIVE >  
DATIVE ≺ ACCUSATIVE >  
RECIPIENT/GOAL/BENEFECTIVE ≺ THEME 

They particularly assume the dominance of a constraint that places nominatives 
before accusatives. The decisive experiment involves accusative EO verbs and is taken 
to show that case is more important than thematic roles. In view of our experiments 
and the semantic distinction between causers and objects of emotion introduced by 
Pesetsky (1995), we argue that the postulation of case-based constraints is not 
necessary. 

For our experiments, it is essential that all factors not exclusively depending on the 
predicate be controlled for as far as possible, one of the most important ones being 
focus. According to Höhle (2019/1982), a sentence that allows a focus projection from 
one constituent to maximal focus has normal order. If we can ensure a maximal focus 
interpretation, the variant with normal order will thus be preferred. 

1.3 The roadmap 
The analysis presented in section 4 will follow Fanselow (2001) in assuming that 
arguments of a verb can be discharged in any order, thus yielding free word order in 
principle. We also follow the vast majority of research on German syntax in assuming 
a strictly binary-branching midfield. Furthermore, we concur with Haider (2010) that 
there are no functional projections in German clause structure between V and C. 
However, we assume that the structures are subject to violable and potentially 
conflicting, weighted linear precedence (LP) rules, and we assume competition 
between alternative structures.  

We will see that the distinction between accusative and dative EO verbs hides a 
semantic distinction, namely the one between causers and objects of emotion (as 
introduced by Pesetsky 1995). We propose three LP rules, as illustrated in (5). 

 

6 For Ellsiepen & Bader (2018), “agent” also includes non-intentional, inanimate causers. 
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(5) a. ACTOR ≺ NON-ACTOR 
b. CAUSER ≺ NON-CAUSER 
c. ANIMATE ≺ INANIMATE 

The analysis rests on the results of two studies on the preferred argument order of 
EO verbs considering both accusative and dative EO verbs in single studies. An 
important result of study B is that a subset of EO verbs allows more than one normal 
order. This is in line with the idea of regulative LP rules but cannot easily be analysed 
in terms of scrambling as movement based on a fixed base order. 

The experimental studies will be presented in section 2, section 3 discusses their 
theoretical implications, and section 4 presents the analysis. 

2 Experimental studies 
Two-Alternative Forced-Choice (FC) experiments consist in presenting pairs of 
examples that only differ in a single property. We conducted two FC experiments in 
which participants chose between an SO and an OS variant of a sentence in a context 
that should favour the normal order. Hence, the minimal pairs only differ in order 
while all other factors are kept constant. 

In study A, we compared 8 accusative and 8 dative EO verbs with inanimate subjects. 
The use of inanimate subjects avoids certain problems, such as interfering agentive 
readings for many accusative EO verbs, or a lack of suitable dative EO verbs that take 
animate subjects. However, it introduces an animacy mismatch regarding the 
experiencer object that may influence order. Taking the mismatch into account, we 
conducted study B where subjects were animate. In this experiment, we further 
compared the behaviour of EO verbs and action verbs directly. All materials related to 
the studies (analysis scripts, the raw data (items and results), documents describing 
the power analyses and the verb selection, and additional materials) are available from 
an OSF directory (see section Data availability). 

2.1 Test environment 
The target sentences were constructed as verb-final sentences embedded in matrix 
clauses to avoid prefield effects. According to Höhle (2019/1982), a sentence that allows 
a focus projection from one constituent to maximal focus has normal order. To ensure 
a maximal focus interpretation, each pair of sentences was displayed with an 
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introductory question, as illustrated in example (6). Participants were asked to choose 
the answer that they perceived as more natural.  

(6) Was   hat Leon gesagt? 
What has Leon said 
‘What did Leon say?’ 
 
a. SO order: 
    Leon hat gesagt, dass ein      Artikel         einen Leser           geärgert  hat. 
    Leon has said      that a.NOM article.NOM a.ACC reader.ACC annoyed has 
    ‘Leon said that an article annoyed a reader.’ 
 
b. OS order: 
    Leon hat gesagt, dass einen Leser           ein       Artikel         geärgert hat. 
    Leon has said      that  a.ACC reader.ACC a.NOM article.NOM annoyed has 
    ‘Leon said that an article annoyed a reader.’ 

Each participant saw and judged all items in a pseudo-randomised order subject to 
some constraints, e.g. no subsequent test items without at least one filler item in 
between. Both variants of the sentence were presented simultaneously, the horizontal 
alignment of choices (SO or OS right or left) pseudo-randomised. A screenshot of an 
item from study B can be found in the supplementary data. 

Since factors like animacy, constituent weight and definiteness are known to 
influence linear order in German, they had to be controlled for. We only used 
indefinite subjects and objects, singular NPs containing only the noun and the 
indefinite article and aimed for differences in length of maximally one syllable (for the 
whole NP).  

In study A, subjects are inanimate, and objects animate, while in study B both are 
animate. Experiencer objects, of course, must be animate – at least in a wider sense.7 
All object NPs (in study B also the subjects) in the test items were masculine because 
feminine and neuter NPs would have led to ambiguities or processing difficulties due 
to case syncretism.8 

 

7 The objects may also refer to institutions etc., they may be metaphorical or metonymical, and there are some 
other phenomena with superficially inanimate objects with experiencer-object verbs, which are not well understood 
yet (Masloch et al., 2021).  In the experiments, we avoided these cases and limited the choice of experiencers to non-
controversially animate arguments.  

8 This problem does not occur with dative objects, but we refrained from introducing a factor that varies between 
verb classes systematically.  
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Test items were constructed based on corpus examples following the procedure of 
Modified Stimulus Composition (Börner & Pieper & Kiss 2019), both from the GerEO 
database (Masloch et al. 2021; Poppek et al. 2022) for sentences containing an EO verb 
and the DWDS corpora (Berlin-Brandenburgische Akademie der Wissenschaften n.d.) 
for some of the filler items and the sentences containing an action verb in study B.  

The verbs used in both studies were carefully vetted for two reasons: to avoid 
interference effects and to represent potential subclasses. Corpus findings show that 
accusative EO verbs differ with respect to the syntactic patterns they partake in 
(Poppek et al. 2021) and recently, it has been proposed that EO verbs belong to several 
different verb classes (Hirsch 2018). The inclusion of verbs from various potential 
subclasses reflects the presumed heterogeneity in the experimental design. We 
selected the EO verbs for both studies based on their behaviour in annotated corpus 
data. For this, we used GerEO, which contains syntactic and semantic annotations for 
ca. 10,000 sentences (up to 200 per verb) containing one of 64 German verbs – 16 
selecting the dative, 48 the accusative – that occur as an EO verb (Masloch et al. 2021, 
Poppek et al. 2022). Verbs that possess a frequent reading in the database in which the 
verb does not refer to a mental state were avoided. In both studies, the verbs cooccur 
with an experiencer object and a stimulus subject, but some verbs are frequently used 
in other syntactic patterns, e.g., a reflexive one, where the experiencer is the subject 
and the stimulus is expressed in a PP if it is expressed at all. We computed the share 
of occurrences in the regular transitive and an object-drop pattern (where the 
experiencer is not expressed overtly and receives an arbitrary interpretation) and used 
only verbs that regularly displayed these patterns. Other exclusion criteria include 
frequent usage within a collocation or idiomatic expression, the overall frequency of 
the verb (operationalised via DWDS frequency classes (Berlin-Brandenburgischen 
Akademie der Wissenschaften n.d.)), and other aspects that could constitute 
confounding factors in an experimental setting, see the documents describing the 
selection process in the article’s data directory (see section Data availability). 
Regarding the stimulus argument, both studies required different criteria: Since the 
agentive readings many accusative EO verbs possess in combination with animate 
subjects are taken to have SO normal order (even by authors who argue for OS with 
accusative EO verbs otherwise), we included only verbs in study B that had a decent 
share of animate subjects in GerEO and scored low on the agentivity test rating studies 
by Verhoeven (2014) and Hirsch (2018). Agentivity is not an issue in study A, because 
stimuli are inanimate there. All other criteria being fulfilled, we aimed for the inclusion 
of verbs with varying morphological structures as well as verbs that belong to different 
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classes according to Hirsch (2018) or that displayed different distributional properties 
in corpus data (Poppek et al. 2021).  

2.2 Implementation 
Participants were recruited via the survey tool Prolific (www.prolific.com). We 
conducted Monte Carlo power simulations that estimated power at > 90 % ( = 0.05) 
for relevant effects and the intended statistical models and expected parameter values 
based on 25 participants. Since some of the parameters of the models are hard to 
estimate (e.g. by-participants random effect correlations), we opted for a larger 
number of participants.  

To identify non-cooperative or distracted participants as well as participants who 
provided their answers implausibly fast, we implemented attention and control items 
and used the response times for a latency-based ReMFOD analysis (cf. Pieper et al. 
2023). 

We also asked participants to guess the topic of the study and excluded participants 
who guessed correctly or displayed substantial linguistic background knowledge. 
Most participants did not even remotely guess the relevant aspects, which suggests 
that the actual topic of the study was masked to a sufficient extent by the filler items. 

2.3 Study A: inanimate stimuli 
Study A was designed to determine the normal constituent order with accusative and 
dative EO verbs, an inanimate stimulus and an animate experiencer, using a total of 
16 EO verbs.  

2.3.1 Design and Procedure 

The design of study A was simple: 

(7) FC(ORDER) ~ CASE 

The dependent variable ORDER has the levels SO and OS. CASE represents the EO verb’s 
object’s case, accusative or dative, and is manipulated within participants (who judge 
both kinds of sentences) and between items (the sentences may either contain an 
accusative or a dative EO verb. There is no synchronic object case alternation with EO 
verbs having a subject in German). The random factors included are participants and 
items. Using 8 lexicalisations per condition resulted in 16 test items. In addition, we 
used 66 filler items, among them 10 attention items (5 related), 16 control items (8 
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related) and 6 calibration items (3 related; used to familiarise participants with the 
setting). Each participant saw the same items in pseudo-randomised order. 

All filler items resembled the test items in consisting of a question and two sentences 
of the form “Person has Verb-ed that [perfect tense verb-last clause]”. Filler items 
contained a fully acceptable sentence and a sentence of reduced acceptability, the 
degree of acceptability of the less acceptable sentence varying between items.9 

A list of the verbs chosen for this experiment based on the criteria specified in section 
2.1 can be found in the supplementary data. 

2.3.2 Hypotheses 

If accusative EO verbs possess SO, and dative EO verbs OS normal order, we should 
expect participants to prefer the SO variant with the former and the OS variant with 
the latter. However, the stimuli in this experiment contain an animacy mismatch. 
Temme & Verhoeven’s (2016: 789) studies indicate that accusative EO verbs do not 
lean as much towards SO as action or ES verbs, while dative EO verbs do not lean as 
much towards OS as prototypical unaccusatives. Based on their data, we expect only 
a mild preference for SO for accusative EO verbs. For dative EO verbs, we expect a 
stronger preference for OS. Together, this should lead to a medium-sized effect of CASE. 

2.3.3 Results 

40 native speakers of German participated in the study, but 11 surveys were excluded 
following the exclusion criteria. The remaining 29 participants judged 16 test items 
each, resulting in a total of 464 observations. Figure 1 shows the empirical distribution 
of choices for both conditions. We see that OS is preferred with dative EO verbs (177 
OS, 55 SO), and SO is preferred with accusative EO verbs (165 SO, 67 OS). 

 

9 There are two reasons why fillers contained sentences with different degrees of acceptability: 1. To detect 
uncooperative participants, we need some items containing clearly ungrammatical sentences and we do not want 
them to stand out. 2. While we found some verbs in study B for which both orders are equally acceptable in the 
context given, this was not expected when we designed the experiments. Instead, it was assumed that there will be 
one normal order for each verb and that the reverse ordering will be contextually marked (and thus incompatible 
with the maximal-focus environment). Thus, while it should be strictly speaking grammatical, we expected it to be 
less acceptable. The same is true for the filler items of medium acceptability. 
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Figure 1: Empirical distribution of choices in study A 

We analyse the data using a binomial (logit) generalised linear mixed model (GLMM) 
using the R environment (R Core Team 2020) and the package lme4 (Bates et al. 2015). 
This means that (as in all models we will use) the influence of the factors manipulated 
on the independent variable order is modelled via a linear predictor incorporating the 
factors manipulated treatment-coded (one level is coded as 0, the other one as 1) to 
which the logistic function 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡  is applied to yield the probability of a specific order. 
Here, we only have a fixed effect of CASE (and an intercept), and all variables are 
treatment-coded, the reference levels being SO and dative. Hence: 

𝑃(𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 = 𝑂𝑆) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 (𝛽 + 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝛽 ) (eq. 1) 

However, equation 1 only covers the so-called fixed effects of the model. In addition, 
we include random intercepts for participants and items as well as a random slope for 
CASE for participants (a random slope for CASE for items would not be meaningful since 
case is manipulated between items). This means that we assume individual effects for 
items and participants stemming from normal distributions with the fixed effect as 
their mean. The width of the distribution is a parameter estimated by the model, as is 
the correlation between the participants’ random effects. It should be noticed that the 
intercept captures the situation in the dative condition (where 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒 =  0) here: If it 
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were 0, the distribution of choices expected by the model for this condition would be 
50% SO, 50% OS. The fixed effect of CASE ( 𝛽 ), on the other hand, represents the 
change to the accusative condition. If it were 0, the distribution expected by the model 
in this condition would be the same as the one in the dative condition. An accessible 
introduction to GLMMs in linguistics can be found in (Winter 2020). 

 We observe significant effects both for the intercept (𝛽 = 1.34, 95 % confidence 
interval (CI): [0.77, 1.9], p < 0.00110) as well as for CASE (𝛽 = −2.41, 95 % CI: [−3.18, −1.63], 
p < 0.001). The positive effect of the intercept indicates that for dative EO verbs, the 
preferred order is OS (𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 (1.34)  =  79.25 % probability of OS)).The negative effect 
of CASE implies that dative and accusative EO verbs differ, the latter having a stronger 
tendency towards SO (𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 (1.34 − 2.41)  =  25.54 % probability of OS). Both effects 
exceed the initial expectations.  

Regarding the random effects, we find relatively high standard deviations for the 
items’ (𝑆𝐷 = 0.52) and the participants’ (𝑆𝐷 = 0.69) random intercepts as well as for the 
participants’ random slope for case (𝑆𝐷 = 0.9). The negative correlation of −0.56 for the 
participants' random effects indicates that higher intercepts come with lower slopes, 
i.e., the stronger a participants’ comparative tendency towards OS with dative EO 
verbs, the stronger their comparative tendency towards SO with accusative EO verbs. 

 Since we used treatment coding in the model, we also build a model with accusative 
as the reference level. While all other parameters of this model are similar to the model 
with dative as the reference level, it displays a significant negative intercept (𝛽 = −1.07, 
95 % CI: [−1.63, −0.51], p < 0.001), indicating that the accusative EO verbs’ tendency 
towards SO is also significant.  

2.3.4 Discussion 

We take these results to mean that accusative and dative EO verbs differ in their 
linearisation preferences and that the normal order (with inanimate subjects and all 
other factors equalled out) is OS with dative EO verbs and SO with accusative EO 
verbs. Since the items had to contain an unresolvable animacy mismatch due to the 
semantic restriction of the experiencer object being animate, the observed SO tendency 
for accusative EO verbs is worth noting. However, we observed relatively high 
standard deviations for the random effects. A short explorative investigation of the 

 

10 p-values for this model were determined using likelihood ratio tests comparing the model with and without 
the respective effect. We use hats (∙)̂ for estimates. 
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items’ random effects in Figure 3 illustrates the frequencies of SO choices for the 
individual items grouped by CASE, purple for items containing an accusative EO verb 
(t01–t08) and yellow for dative EO verbs (t09–t16). While 29 judgments per verb are a 
small sample and individual properties of the items besides the verb might have added 
to the results, we note that some verbs appear not to comply with the general pattern 
of their classes.  

 

Figure 3: Number of SO choices for individual items in study A 

While most verbs display a rather clear preference in this setting, interessieren ‘to 
interest’ shows a very mild tendency towards OS, which fits previous accounts that 
argue for OS normal order for this verb (e.g., Haider & Rosengren 2003). Yet, its 
behaviour is generally unexpected for an accusative EO verb (the same holds for nerven 
‘to annoy’). Among the dative EO verbs, behagen ‘to please’ stands out, which closely 
resembles interessieren in its distribution. However, the tendencies of both verbs 
towards any order are so weak that they might point either towards no actual 
preferences on the participants’ side or to idiolectal variation. 

2.4 Study B: animate stimuli 
Study B was conducted to shed light on animacy effects in study A. Since animacy 
differences were inherent to the design of study A, study B was designed to contain 
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only animate subjects and objects. This has the disadvantage that some verbs may 
display an agentive reading with animate subjects – which is standardly assumed to 
behave like an action verb –, but it has the advantages that it eliminates the animacy 
mismatch from study A and allows to directly compare EO verbs to action verbs as a 
contrasting verbal class with generally non-controversial linearisation behaviour. 

2.4.1 Design 

This study was again designed as an FC, this time using a 2 × 2 design: 

(8) FC(ORDER) ~ AGENTIVITY × CASE 

 ORDER: SO or OS. 

 AGENTIVITY: action verb or EO verb  

o within participants (participants see sentences containing both kinds of 
verbs) 

o between items (sentences contain either an action or an EO verb) 

 CASE of the object: accusative or dative 

o within participants (participants see sentences containing both kinds of 
objects) 

o between items (sentences contain either an accusative or a dative 
object.) 

The study contained a total of 32 test items in 8 lexicalisations per condition. Unlike 
study A, the number of EO verbs suitable for an experiment with two animate NPs is 
severely restricted by selectional preferences of the verbs, which significantly limited 
the number of candidate verbs. 

From the 16 dative EO verbs in GerEO, only four remained after excluding all verbs 
that have frequent non-psych readings and are not (or only hardly) compatible with 
animate stimuli in the relevant reading. Markedness in combination with an animate 
stimulus was not an issue with the accusative EO verbs. However, many accusative 
EO verbs may receive an agentive reading with animate subjects. Since these readings 
are usually taken to lack any special psych-properties (and assumed to have SO normal 
order even in theoretical analyses that normally assume OS for accusative EO verbs), 
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we used only accusative EO verbs that received low scores for agentivity tests in the 
rating studies by Verhoeven (2014) and Hirsch (2018).  

In conclusion, we decided to include only four accusative and four dative EO verbs, 
but to use two items per verb for each condition (the rest of the lexical material in the 
sentences still differs). This also allowed us a subsequent explorative analysis of 
differences between items.  

In addition to the test items, participants judged 64 filler items (containing the same 
number of attention, control, and calibration items as in study A). To mask the 
duplicate verbs in the test items, we also doubled all verbs in the filler items. 

2.4.2 Hypotheses 

If action verbs and accusative EO verbs have SO normal order, participants should 
choose the SO alternative in a considerable majority of cases. If dative EO verbs have 
OS normal order, participants should choose the OS alternative in a considerable 
majority of cases. 

We use a binomial generalised linear mixed model to analyse the data (Bates et al. 
2015). Taking SO, dative and EO as the reference levels and treatment-coding all factor 
variables, the following effects are predicted considering our hypotheses: 

 a strong positive effect of case 

 a strong positive effect of agentivity 

 a medium or strong negative interaction of the two 

 a small to medium negative effect of the intercept 

2.4.3 Results 

33 native speakers of German participated in the study. However, 8 surveys had to be 
excluded, so that data from 25 participants remained. Each participant provided a 
judgment for 32 test items, resulting in 800 data points. Figure 4 depicts the empirical 
distribution of choices for the four conditions.  
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Figure 4: Empirical distribution of choices in study B 

 

We fitted a binomial (logit) generalised linear mixed model to the data, including 
CASE, AGENTIVITY and their interaction as fixed effects, random intercepts for items and 
participants and random slopes for CASE, AGENTIVITY and their interaction for 
participants. The model formula for the fixed effects part is: 

𝑃(𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 = 𝑂𝑆) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 𝛽 + 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒𝛽 + 𝑎𝑔𝛽 + 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒 × 𝑎𝑔𝛽 ×  (eq. 2) 

All factor variables were treatment-coded with SO, dative, and EO as reference levels. 
The intercept of the model therefore reflects the dative EO condition, while CASE and 
AGENTIVITY are not the main effects of CASE and AGENTIVITY but the effects of changing 
from the reference level to the other one along that dimension. So, we can obtain the 
model’s expected proportions of choices for the accusative EO condition by adding the 
effect of CASE to the intercept (and applying the inverse logit to the result), and we will 
have to add the intercept, both effects and the interaction (𝛽 × ) to get the 
expectations for the accusative agentive condition. The random effects capture the 
individual variability around the fixed effects. 
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The observed effects generally match the expected ones: There is a significant strong 
positive effect of CASE (𝛽 = 2.28, 95 % CI: [1.17, 3.39], p < 0.00111) and a significant strong 
positive effect of AGENTIVITY (𝛽 = 4.61, 95 % CI: [2.09, 7.13], p < 0.001), which – given 
our setting – illustrates that dative EO verbs differ strongly both from accusative EO 
verbs as well as from dative action verbs. The interaction effect is also strong, but 
negative (as expected) and not significant (𝛽 = −2.58, 95 % CI: [−5.68, 0.53], p = 0.1). At 
first, it may appear counterintuitive that the interaction effect is negative, but it is 
caused by the fact that the other effects are already large, and the overall resulting 
probability has to be smaller than 1. Surprisingly, the intercept is smaller than expected 
and not significant (𝛽 = 0.12, p = 0.74). One could take this to indicate that there is no 
preferred order with dative EO verbs (note that the null hypothesis here would 
correspond to a 50/50 distribution of choices between the two orders), but we will 
discuss differences between the verbs below.  

To see whether the difference between accusative EO and action verbs is also 
significant, we fitted an additional model that differed from the original one only in 
having accusative as the reference level of CASE. Indeed, the effect of AGENTIVITY is 
significant then (𝛽 = −2.03, 95 % CI: [−3.82, −0.24], p < 0.05). The intercept of this model 
is also rather large, negative and significant (𝛽 = −2.4, 95 % CI: [−3.31, −1.50], p < 0.001), 
which means that accusative EO verbs tend towards SO.12 We will switch back to the 
first model in the following. 

Concerning the random effects, participants do not differ that much in their 
judgments (𝑆𝐷 = 0.46). Also, there is not much variation in how participants change 
their behaviour from dative to accusative EO verbs (𝑆𝐷 = 0.28). However, the variance 
of the items’ random intercepts is more notable (𝑆𝐷 = 0.89): Items differ in which 
variant is preferred even if all other factors are considered (recall that the standard 
difference of ca. 0.9 is on the same scale as the fixed effects). We will explore these 
differences below and see that they are likely linked to the verbs. The variances of the 
participants’ random slopes for agentivity (𝑆𝐷 = 1.75) and the interaction (𝑆𝐷 = 1.65) 
are huge, and they display a considerable negative correlation (−0.78), mainly caused 

 

11 Despite serious effort, we did not get the additional models needed to perform likelihood ratio tests to converge, 
so the p-values provided here are based on the z-value of the respective effect in the model. 

12 How is it possible that AGENTIVITY is significant here but not in the first model? Recall that we use treatment 
coding, so AGENTIVITY in a model with dative and EO as reference levels is the effect of changing from the dative 
EO condition to the dative action condition. In a model with accusative as the reference level of CASE, AGENTIVITY is 
the effect of changing from the accusative EO to the accusative action condition. This does not have a direct 
equivalent in the first model. Given the design of the study, no choice of reference levels is inherently preferable to 
the others, but each provides a different perspective on the data. 
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by five participants with high values for the interaction and huge negative slopes for 
agentivity, who also chose OS for some dative action verbs. 

2.4.4 Discussion 

As the effects of case and agentivity illustrate, accusative EO verbs and dative action 
verbs differ significantly from dative EO verbs. This cannot be attributed to agentive 
readings of the accusative EO verbs since those used in this study scored low on 
agentivity tests with animate subjects. Given the observed proportion of choices, we 
can assume an SO normal order for action verbs, which shows that OS preference is 
not an effect of dative case per se. The same holds true for the accusative EO verbs, 
although their tendency towards SO is less strong (but see below).  

The choices for dative EO verbs, however, are unexpected. The model even predicts 
a slight preference for SO (53 %) for them. This is surprising since dative EO verbs are 
almost universally taken to have OS normal order (see section 1.1). Another interesting 
aspect is the high variation of the item random intercepts. Items must differ within the 
conditions; due to low variation within the action verbs (for which virtually always SO 
is chosen), the observed high variance must be rooted in the judgments for the EO 
verbs.  
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Figure 6: Number of subject before object choices per item for experiencer-object 

verbs in study B 

An explorative view on the individual verbs sheds further light on the matter. Figure 
6 shows the number of SO choices per item for the EO verbs with the dative EO verbs 
on top (item IDs t17–t24) and the accusative EO verbs below (t01–t08). Clearly, the verb 
appears to be the decisive factor since differences between the individual items for 
each verb are small. We observe differences within the case-based classes: Among the 
dative EO verbs, there is no clear linearisation preference for leidtun ‘to feel sorry’ and 
gefallen ‘to appeal to’, while imponieren ‘to impress’ leans towards SO and auffallen ‘to 
strike’ towards OS. Auffallen is the only verb in this study that uses sein ‘to be’ instead 
of haben ‘to have’ as its perfect auxiliary, a classic, but controversial unaccusativity 
diagnostic. Imponieren seems to have an agentive reading: We are not aware of a 
discussion of agentive readings with dative EO verbs in the literature, but we find 
examples like (9) in GerEO. (9) contains an impersonal lassen-middle. Since agentivity 
of the implicit argument is a core feature of middles (see Pitteroff 2014: 43 sqq. and the 
literature cited there), imponieren must have an agentive reading (and it is clearly 
interpreted this way here). Arguably, (10) shows that imponieren must also have a 
change-of-state reading independent of animacy since it contains imponieren in the 
adjectival/stative passive and it has been argued that an adjectival passive is only 
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possible in German with verbs that have such a reading (Gehrke 2015). However, the 
acceptability of examples like (10) is subject to idiolectal variation and they are rejected 
by many (probably most) speakers.13 DeReKo (Kupietz et al. 2010), also contains 
occasional examples of imponieren in the verbal passive on its agentive reading (11). 

(9) NZZ_1996_02_23_a187_seg4_s4  in GerEO 
[…] Mit   ihnen lässt sich  trefflich     imponieren. 
       with them  lets   REFL splendidly impress 
‘With them, it’s easy to impress’ 

(10) NZZ_1994_05_25_a98_seg7_s13  in GerEO 
[…] dass Vertreter            der           Europäischen    Union […]  von der 
        that  representatives the.GEN   European. GEN  Union. GEN  by   the 
Wahlfreiheit          imponiert  gewesen seien. 
freedom.of.choice impressed been        were.SBJV  
‘that representatives of the European Union were impressed by the freedom 
of choice’ 

(11) (U07/JUN.04350 Süddeutsche Zeitung, 26.06.2007) 
Wem soll   wohl damit       imponiert werden? 
who   shall MP     with.this impressed become 
‘Who is supposed to be impressed by this?’ 

Among the accusative EO verbs, interessieren ‘to interest’, displays a much weaker 
tendency towards SO than the other accusative EO verbs (this was already the case in 
study A). Thus, the difference between accusative EO verbs and action verbs may be 
only superficial, caused by including a verb among the accusative EO verbs that 
behaves differently from the others.  

The question arises whether mixed judgments for certain verbs are caused by 
idiolectal variation among the participants or by the same participants lingering 

 

13 A reviewer remarks that they consider adjectival passive with imponieren a clear grammatical mistake and state 
that they have never seen a dative-to-nominative conversion in a passive (with the exception of the so-called 
recipient passive in German). Another passive (or at least passive-like) construction in German allowing for a 
dative-to-nominative conversion is the so-called lassen-passive (Pitteroff 2014: 132). We follow Gehrke (2015) in 
taking the adjectival passive to contain a real adjective, whose formation is subject to semantic constraints. The 
nominative argument on the adjectival passive is just its external argument then. A dative EO verb whose adjectival 
passive seems to be accepted by more speakers is schmeicheln ‘to flatter’ as in (i): 

(i) NZZ_1995_02_20_a78_seg10_s29 in GerEO 
Hoffmann erzählt zum  Schluss, wie  sehr   er geschmeichelt war […]. 
Hoffmann tells      in.the end       how much he flattered           was 
‘In the end, Hoffman tells how flattered he was.’ 
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between both options (which would indicate that participants do not have a clear 
preference). Figure 7 suggests that the latter is the case: Very often, participants chose 
the SO variant only once. For gefallen ‘to appeal to’ and leidtun ‘to feel sorry’, the choices 
are almost exactly what is expected if participants are forced to choose between two 
alternatives they like equally well. However, we will also assume some degree of 
individual variation, particularly for imponieren ‘to impress’ and interessieren ‘to 
interest’. Naturally, these considerations are speculative to some degree since each 
participant only saw two sentences for each verb. However, the conclusion remains 
that two verbs appear not to enforce a specific linearisation in this setting.

 

Figure 7: Number of subject-before-object choices of each participant for noticeable 
verbs in study B 

3 Theoretical implications 
In this section, we will discuss theoretical implications of our studies, both for the 
syntax of EO verbs and for general accounts of the linearisation of arguments in 
German. 

We take study B to show that at least some verbs have more than one normal order 
in the given setting. This is hard to reconcile with any account identifying the normal 
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order with a configurationally real, (predicate-dependent) base order from which 
other orders are derived via scrambling. Proponents of such accounts must provide an 
explanation why a “lower” subject should scramble with dative EO verbs (in 
approximately half of the cases and without any obvious reason), but a lower object 
does not do so with action verbs, or show that there are actually two different readings 
of the verbs that can be viewed as predicates with different linearisation properties.14 
Also, a comparison of the results of study A and B suggests that animacy is crucial 
(which is in line with the results of Scheepers et al. (2000)). The strategy to reduce 
apparent animacy effects to ambiguity of the verb and different thematic roles (cf. e.g. 
Haider & Rosengren 2003: 218 sqq.; Frey 2015: 531) seems inviable here. This criticism 
does not apply to approaches that assume a base order but take linearisation to be the 
result of potentially competing constraints (Müller 1999) since only strictly 
configurational data would be able to do so, e.g. possible binding configurations. The 
analysis we will present in the next section will lead to clear predictions for binding 
possibilities when combined with a theory of binding. Masloch & Poppek & Kiss (2023) 
show that binding into the subjects of EO verbs in German is generally possible only 
if the antecedent precedes (and thus c-commands) the reflexive in surface structure, 
which challenges accounts in which linear order is detached from configurational 
structure à la (Reape 1994) or binding constraints are fulfilled at D-structure as in 
(Müller 1999).  

As mentioned in section 1.1, it is a widespread assumption that dative EO verbs are 
unaccusative (their experiencer argument c-commanding the stimulus on some 
syntactic level), while unaccusativity is less often proposed for accusative EO verbs. 
Linearisation preferences could be taken to simply follow hierarchical structure. 
However, it does not fit well with our data from study B, where dative EO verbs 

 

14 Building on the observation that the subjects may receive a specific interpretation in some of the test sentences, 
a reviewer remarks that they “do not see why DAT-NOM EO verbs should not be analysed as having DAT-NOM 
base order with specific indefin[i]tes being allowed to scramble as long as both indefinites are animate”. While we 
did not explicitly control for specificity, we do not find that a reading in which one of the NPs is interpreted as 
specific but the other one is not is the most salient one for most of the test items. In addition, both items for a given 
verb in study B behave remarkably similar (so one would have to assume that a specific interpretation of the subject 
was always possible or impossible for both of them by chance), and with dative-object action verbs almost always 
the SO variant (which would follow the assumed base order) is chosen, although with some of them an 
interpretation in which the object is specific is the most salient one (e.g. in Anna hat berichtet, dass ein Aktivist einem 
Spender gedankt hat. ‘Anna reported that an activist thanked a donor.’). So, why should a specific indefinite ‘lower’ 
subject with gefallen ‘to appeal to’ scramble, but a specific indefinite ‘lower’ object with danken ‘to thank’ not? Also, 
since a specific interpretation is also possible in the base position (Haider 2017: 2581 sqq.), why should participants 
choose the scrambled variant? Finally, given that specifics should only scramble under the reviewer’s suggestion 
when both arguments are animate, the restriction is ad hoc. Of course, this is not to deny that there is a relation 
between the positioning of an indefinite and its interpretation. 
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surprisingly did not have a tendency towards OS. In contrast to study A, their subject 
was animate; however, this also holds true for the object of the dative action verbs, 
which virtually display no OS order at all. Thus, one cannot link the linearisation 
properties of EO verbs to unaccusativity directly. 

In the following section, we will propose an analysis that explains the experimental 
data. 

4 Analysis 

4.1 Syntactic framework 
We follow Haider (2010) in assuming that there are no functional projections between 
C and the maximal verbal projection in German, that this verbal projection is binary 
branching with the verb on the right and that the subject is contained in the maximal 
verbal projection. Furthermore, we assume that arguments and adjuncts may combine 
with the verb in any order, but that their ordering is subject to violable and interacting 
constraints. Therefore, we need a model of constraint interaction. For concreteness, we 
will make use of Maximum Entropy Grammar (Goldwater & Johnson 2003; Hayes 
2022), a probabilistic variant of Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky 2004) 
assuming weighted constraints (however, any model providing the means for 
constraint cumulation is possible in principle). Using a probabilistic model has the 
advantage that we can account for the observation that participants do not choose one 
variant or both in equal proportions, as expected if there were a set of winners 
(containing usually only one element).  As the grammatical backbone providing the 
structures to be compared, any framework within the limits mentioned above is 
applicable given some level on which surface order constraints can be checked, e.g. a 
list containing all non-head daughters within a projection (as in Kiss et al. 2023).15 
Having access to all features of the relevant elements, linearisation constraints can 
apply to this list.16 (13) contains a partial analysis of a fragment of one of the test 
sentences (repeated in (12)). We only indicate animacy here, but all elements will have 
many other (possibly irrelevant) features. NPs have case, and φ-features, but we will 
also assume that the verbal projections carry features for argument structure and 

 

15 We do not attempt to deal with cases where scrambling (apparently) splits an NP, PP or AP here. 
16 We will assume that they are checked at the full-phrase level, but our experimental results are compatible with 

(repeated) optimisation at several possible levels (sentence, clause, phrase). 
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semantics. They may hence impose certain features on their arguments (via feature 
sharing or some other mechanism). 

(12) dass ein       Artikel        einen Leser           geärgert  hat. 
that  a.NOM article.NOM a.ACC reader.ACC annoyed has 
‘that an article annoyed a reader.’ 

(13)  

 

Ordering constraints will take the form ANIMATE ≺ INANIMATE, meaning that animate 
elements should precede inanimate ones. We assume that syntactic and semantic 
structures are built up in parallel, so that we do not have to replicate semantic 
information in the syntax. 

In Maximum Entropy Grammar, the probability of a candidate 𝑦 given a 
context/input 𝑥 is as in equation 3 (Goldwater & Johnson 2003: 114): 

𝑷(𝒚|𝒙) =
𝟏

𝒁(𝒙)
𝐞𝐱𝐩 𝒘𝒊𝒇𝒊(𝒚, 𝒙)

𝒎

𝒊 𝟏

, 𝐰𝐡𝐞𝐫𝐞 
(eq. 3) 

𝒁(𝒙) = 𝐞𝐱𝐩 𝒘𝒊𝒇𝒊(𝒚, 𝒙)

𝒎

𝒊 𝟏𝒚 ∈𝒀(𝒙)

  

This is to be understood as follows (see Hayes 2022 for a conceptual motivation): There 
is a set of weighted constraints 𝐶 = {𝑐 , … , 𝑐 }. We can think of 𝑌 as the generator 
function, which represents the inviolable part of the grammar. It takes some input 𝑥, 
the nature of which won’t concern us here, and returns all candidates (in our case, 
these will be the two alternatives compared in the experiments). 𝑓 (𝑦, 𝑥) is candidate 
𝑦‘s number of violations of 𝑐  in context 𝑥, either 0 or 1 in all cases we will consider 
here. 𝑤  is the weight of 𝑐 . We sum over the weighted constraint violations and rescale 
the sum by exponentiating it. Dividing this value by the sum of the corresponding 
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values for all candidates mainly serves two purposes: 1. Comparing candidates. 2. 
Pressing the real-valued weighted-constraint-violation-profile sums into the interval 
[0,1], as required for a probability. 

4.2 Causation 
Before we introduce the pertinent constraints, we take a step back to consider the 
nature of emotions. Although it is subject to ongoing debate in philosophy and 
psychology (see e.g. Deigh 2009; Scarantino & de Sousa 2021 for overviews), an 
important tradition views “emotions as intentional states of mind, that is, states of 
mind that are directed at or toward some object” (Deigh 2009: 17). That being said, the 
verbs called “psych verbs” do not necessarily denote these states (or functions from 
individuals into functions from individuals into states etc.): E.g. Marín & McNally 
(2011) argue that a certain class of Spanish reflexive psych verbs denotes only the 
beginning of a state, not the state itself. Pesetsky (1995) points to a distinction among 
the arguments of psych verbs one may naively describe as stimuli or themes. Some of 
them are the objects of emotion (which can further be subdivided into targets of 
emotion and subject matters), while others are mere causers. He shows that they can 
be distinguished by truth conditional differences: 

(14) Target vs. causer (Pesetsky 1995: 56) 

a. Bill was very angry at the article in the Times. 

b. The article in the Times angered/enraged Bill. 

(15) Subject matter vs. causer (Pesetsky 1995: 57) 

a. John worried about the television set. 

b. The television set worried John. 

The PPs in (14a) and (15a) indicate objects of emotion while the subjects in (14b) and  
(15b) are causers of the emotion. Pesetsky points out that example (14b) is compatible 
with a situation in which Bill considers the article itself great but is angry at e.g. the 
government, whose corruption the article exposes. This is not possible in (14a): The 
object of the anger has to be the article itself. In (15b), the television set need not be the 
subject matter of John’s worries but only needs to cause them: If John is a detective, a 
television set owned by a purportedly blind man can make John worry about 
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completely different things. In (15a), however, the television set must be the subject 
matter of John’s worries.  

Since we will propose below that causers push towards the beginning of the clause, 
the causer/object-of-emotion distinction is crucial. As shown above, causer subjects 
with EO verbs can be identified by finding a context in which a pure causer reading is 
possible, i.e., the subject is not the object of emotion. E.g., in (16a) my fear need not be 
directed towards the news broadcast, it is fully compatible with a situation in which I 
watched the news and am afraid of nuclear war afterwards. This is in stark contrast to 
(16b): In order for (16b) to be true, I must have assessed the qualities of the news 
broadcast itself and found it appealing (see also Fanselow 1992: 292).17 

(16) a. Die         Nachrichtensendung ängstigte   mich. 
    the.NOM news.broadcast.NOM frightened me.ACC 
    ‘The news broadcast frightened me.’ 
b. Die         Nachrichtensendung gefiel            mir. 
    the.NOM news.broadcast.NOM appealed.to me.DAT 
     ‘I liked the news broadcast.’ 

In the appendix, we list a sentence and a context for each verb used in our studies in 
which a pure causer reading is salient, if possible, and we discuss some crucial cases 
where it is not possible. In general, there is a strong correlation between object case 
and nature of the subject such that the accusative EO verbs used in our experiments 
have causer subjects and the dative EO verbs object of emotion objects. The assumption 
that accusative, but not dative EO verbs are causative is widespread in the literature 
(see e.g. Rothmayr 2009; Marelj 2013; Hirsch 2018). However, we were unable to find 
or to come up with an example in which the subject of (accusative EO) interessieren ‘to 
interest’ is not an object of emotion,18 and the subject of (dative EO) imponieren ‘to 
impress’ seems to license a pure causer interpretation in (17). In our judgment, (17) 
allows a line of argumentation parallel to the one for (15b). 

(17) Das          Bücherregal       imponierte ihm. 
the.NOM  book.shelf.NOM impressed  him.DAT 
‘The bookshelf impressed him.’ 

 

17 It may be possible to coerce the subject into another reading so that it is e.g. the content of the broadcast or the 
fact that that content is broadcasted and not the broadcast itself that is evaluated (we thank David Wirthmüller for 
pointing us to such an example), but whatever it is, it has to be the object of the emotion. 

18 Except for cases in which the object of the interest is realised in an additional PP headed by für ‘for’ as in 
jemanden für etwas interessieren ’get sb. interested in sth.’. This is a different construction, however. 
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However, there may be some degree of (idiolectal) variation for these judgments: As 
discussed in section 2.4.4, imponieren ‘to impress’ may enter the adjectival/stative 
passive, indicating a change-of-state reading (which would fit well with a causer 
subject, although causation is possible without a change of state, see footnote 21), but 
many native speakers reject the adjectival passive with imponieren ‘to impress’. 

4.3 Constraints 
We assume the following constraints to be among the linear precedence rules of 
German. None of them is new or should be too controversial (see e.g. Lötscher 1981; 
Frey 2015).  

(18) Linearisation constraints 

a. ACTOR ≺ NON-ACTOR (ACT) 

b. CAUSER ≺ NON-CAUSER19 (CAUS) 

c. ANIMATE ≺ INANIMATE20 (ANIM) 

Looking at the results presented in section 2, it is clear that while ACT must be weighted 
quite strongly (accounting for the behaviour of action verbs in study B), CAUS and 
ANIM will be ranked lower and in this order of importance. However, using Maximum 
Entropy Grammar, we can also learn the weights almost directly from the data. 

It can be shown that the formula for the Maximum Entropy Grammar in equation 3 in 
our case corresponds to a logistic regression model if we subtract the constraint 
violation profile of the OS variant from the one of the SO variant (see proof in 
appendix), i.e., if there are only two candidates 𝑥 and 𝑦, the probability of 𝑥 is (we drop 
the input to the generator function here since all alternatives are listed): 

𝑷(𝒙)  =  
𝒆𝒙𝒑 ∑ 𝒘𝒊

𝒎
𝒊 𝟏 𝒇𝒊(𝒙)

𝒆𝒙𝒑 ∑ 𝒘𝒊
𝒎
𝒊 𝟏 𝒇𝒊(𝒚) + 𝒆𝒙𝒑 ∑ 𝒘𝒊

𝒎
𝒊 𝟏 𝒇𝒊(𝒙)

 

= 𝒍𝒐𝒈𝒊𝒕 𝟏 𝒘𝒊 𝒇𝒊(𝒙) − 𝒇𝒊(𝒚)

𝒎

𝒊 𝟏

 

(eq. 4) 

 

19 One will usually take causal relations to hold between propositions, events or the like. What we mean with 
“causer” here is the argument associated with the causing sub-eventuality. 

20 We do not claim that animacy in a biological sense is relevant grammatically in German. Rather, we assume 
that there is a grammatically relevant property that we call animacy here because animate beings are typical 
instantiations of it. 
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We can then encode our experimental data in an appropriate way and feed it to logistic 
regression models to obtain the constraint weights. However, we have to discuss 
which constraints apply to which items first. We take the accusative-object action verbs 
used in study B (betrügen ‘to deceive’, anrufen ‘to call sb.’, informieren ‘to inform’, 
verhaften ‘to arrest’), but not the dative-object action verbs (applaudieren ‘to applaud’, 
antworten ‘to reply’, danken ‘to thank’, zujubeln ‘to cheer’) to be causative. Of course, the 
subject is an actor for all of them. With EO verbs, all accusative EO verbs except for 
interessieren ‘to interest’ are taken to be causative,21 all dative EO verbs except for 
imponieren ‘to impress’ not (but see below) following the discussion in section 4.2. The 
only EO verb used in our studies that we take to have a reading on which the subject 
is an actor is imponieren ‘to impress’ (see the discussion in section 2.4.4.).  We further 
assume that there is a constraint that applies to all verbs whose perfect tense auxiliary 
is sein ‘to be’, namely auffallen ‘to strike’ and nahegehen ‘to affect deeply’. Perfect 
auxiliary selection is a classic (yet controversial) unaccusativity diagnostic. We do not 
have anything to say about unaccusativity, but we assume that there is a further 
constraint relevant for the verbs subsumed under this label, namely (19):22 

(19) OBJECT OF UNACCUSATIVE VERB ≺ SUBJECT OF UNACCUSATIVE VERB (UNACC) 

A summary of the constraint violation profiles assumed is contained in the appendix. 
As discussed above, we re-encode the constraint violation profile by subtracting the 
vector for the OS variant from the one for the SO variant. In a simple model, the linear 
predictor (i.e. the part within 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 () in eq. 4) will then look as follows: 

𝛽 𝑎𝑐𝑡 + 𝛽 𝑐𝑎𝑢𝑠 + 𝛽 𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑚 + 𝛽 𝑢𝑛𝑎𝑐𝑐 (eq. 5) 

However, we will complicate this slightly by adding varying intercepts for items and 
varying slopes for participants. The former means that each item will be allowed to 
have its own tendency towards SO. The inclusion is helpful because there may be 

 

21 One may note that almost all accusative EO-verbs preferring an SO order involve change in their semantics, 
while the verbs preferring an OS order do not, so one may be tempted to suggest that the decisive factor is not 
causativity but change of state. However, as extensively discussed by Hirsch (2018), ärgern ‘to annoy’ is causative 
but stative and does not involve a change of state.  

22 Of course, this is ad hoc. We will take (19) as a placeholder for a semantic criterion here. 
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properties of individual items that we failed to control for properly. The latter means 
that each participant will receive their own constraint weights. Once linearisation 
constraints are assumed to be weighted, it seems plausible that speakers of a language 
may differ in the weights they assign to them. By adding the random slopes, it becomes 
possible to assess the degree of variability of each constraint.23 However, since each 
participant saw at most two items for which UNACC is relevant, we do not include a 
random slope for UNACC. We assume that the random slopes for the other constraints 
are uncorrelated.24 We call this model M_base. We fitted M_base to our experimental 
data using R and the lm4e package (code available via the OSF directory). However, 
we did not include the data for all items containing imponieren ‘to impress’ or 
interessieren ‘to interest’ in the model. We discuss several models where they are 
included in the analysis script available on OSF, but at this point we exclude them for 
the following reason: As discussed in section 2, we have to assume individual variation 
for these verbs. Specifically, we suspect that speakers differ in whether they consider 
their subjects causers or not. Additionally, imponieren ‘to impress’ has an agentive 
reading (as discussed in section 2.4.4), but also a non-agentive one. Thus, whatever 
constraint violation profile we assume, it won’t be appropriate for all speakers. There 
is no way to feed this information to the model. The random intercept for items can in 
principle absorb this bias to a certain degree, but it will still have an impact on the 
constraint weights we are primarily interested in here, so we exclude the data for these 
to verbs. M_base offers outstanding discrimination on its training data (Somers’ D = 
0.82, concordance index = 0.91). Its constraint weights are presented in (20). 

(20) Linearisation constraint weights (rounded): 

a. ACT: −3.4 

b. CAUS: −2.4 

c. ANIM: −1.1 

d. UNACC: −0.8 

 

23 An attractive alternative is the view that only the non-violable constraints are grammatical in a strict sense, 
while the violable ones reflect universal cognitive preferences and should not differ thus. However, not all ordering 
constraints are universal: Siewierska (1993:841 sq.) provides a discussion of object-before-subject languages. Also, 
heavy constituents tend to come at the end of the sentence in German, but at the beginning in Korean (Choi, 2009 
and the literature cited there). 

24 There are no participants who saw items in which ANIM is relevant (only used in study A) as well as items in 
which ACT is relevant (only used in study B). 
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The higher the absolute value, the more dominant the constraint. It will be helpful to 
see how the values in (20) capture the data: In study A, there was an animacy mismatch 
such that objects were animate and subjects inanimate. The only constraint applicable 
to the items with dative EO verbs (minus the unaccusative ones and imponieren) is 
ANIM, which explains why they prefer OS: ANIM is violated with the SO variant, but 
not the OS variant, thus 𝑓 (𝑆𝑂) − 𝑓 (𝑂𝑆) = 1. It is the only constraint relevant, 
so the predicted 𝑃(𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 = 𝑆𝑂) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 (0 × −3.4 + 0 × −2.4 + 1 × −1.1 + 0 ×

−0.8) ≈ 0.25. Accusative EO verbs, however, have a causer subject. Because CAUS 
dominates ANIM, SO is preferred for these verbs even though it violates ANIM since 
only OS violates CAUS (𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 (−1 × −2.4 + 1 × −1.1) ≈ 0.79). In study B, where 
animacy does not interfere, no constraint pushes an argument in any direction with 
gefallen ‘to appeal to’ and leidtun ‘to feel sorry’, so participants should not have a 
preference (𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 (0) = 0.5). With auffallen ‘to strike’, UNACC leads to a preference for 
OS (𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 (−0.8) ≈ 0.31). For accusative EO verbs, only CAUS (violated by OS) is 
relevant here (𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 (2.4) ≈ 0.92). With action verbs, ACT (and with the accusative-
object ones also CAUS) leads to the strong preference for SO (𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 (3.4) ≈ 0.97, 
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 (3.4 + 2.4) ≈ 0.997). 

The standard deviation of the random intercepts for examples, which is on the same 
scale as the constraint weights in (20), is estimated at 0.21. So, our constraints seem to 
capture the factors at play in the test items well (except for imponieren ‘to impress’ and 
interessieren ‘to interest’ of course). The estimates for the standard deviations of the 
random slopes for participants are 0.66 (ANIM), 0.22 (CAUS), 1 (ACT), so it seems that 
participants differ quite substantially in their constraint weightings, especially for ACT. 
One has to keep in mind though that they are on an unintuitive scale: The SD for the 
participants’ random slopes for ACT means that e.g. with dative action verbs, where 
only ACT is relevant (at least in our experimental setting), ca. 68 % of the participants 
are taken to have a probability between 91.68 % (𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 (3.4 − 1)) and 98.79 % 
(𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 (3.4 + 1)) to choose the SO variant, while the SD of 0.66 for ANIM covers a 68 % 
interval between 60.08 % (𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 (1.1 − 0.66)) and 85.32 % (𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 (1.1 + 0.66)) SO 
probability when only ANIM is relevant.  

Note that this analysis does not need to postulate case-based or grammatical-role 
related constraints. Indeed, while it would be generally compatible with a (low 
weighted) constraint NOMINATIVE ≺ ACCUSATIVE, it is incompatible with constraints 
that demand nominatives to precede datives because such a constraint would destroy 
the equilibrium with dative EO verbs and animate subjects. A model M_int that differs 
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from M_base only in having an intercept (whose inverse corresponds to a constraint 
SUBJECT ≺ OBJECT since it would be violated in all OS but no SO examples, so 𝑓 (𝑆𝑂) −

𝑓 (𝑂𝑆) would always be −1) has a worse AIC (Akaike information criterion) and BIC 
(Bayesian Information Criterion) than M_base (so the latter is the preferable model). Its 
estimate for the intercept is close to 0 and not significant. Thus, we assume that there 
is no constraint like SUBJECT ≺ OBJECT. 

We will now look at the two misbehaving verbs: In study B with the animate subjects, 
the SO variant of the two examples with imponieren ‘to impress’ was chosen by 20 and 
22 of the 25 participants respectively (80/88 %), in study A with the inanimate subjects, 
it was 9 out of 29 (31 %). In section 4.2 we argued that imponieren has a causer subject, 
in section 2.4.4 that it has an agentive reading. The data from study A is only 
explainable if we assume that for most participants, imponieren does not have a causer 
subject (predicted probability of SO for verbs with a causer subject in this study: 
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 (2.4 − 1.1)  ≈ 0.79). In study B (with different participants), however, 
imponieren clearly differed from the other dative EO verbs. This could also be based on 
the agentive reading. However, we can not extrapolate from the experiments which 
participants assumed an agentive reading in which example, and since an agentive 
interpretation should lead to a strong preference for SO in the given setting, the source 
of the SO preference cannot be identified with certainty. With interessieren ‘to interest’, 
however, an agentive reading is not possible. In section 4.2, we suggested that it does 
not have a causer subject. In study B, the SO variant was chosen 19 and 16 times (out 
of 25, 76/64 %), in study A it was chosen 13 times (out of 29, 45 %). If it did not have a 
causer subject, we would expect an SO rate of 50 % in study B and of ca. 25 % in study 
A, so we suspect that it may have a causer subject for some participants (but not for all 
since there is still a striking difference to the values predicted for causative EO verbs 
mentioned above). 

Now that we can explain the linearisation patterns of EO verbs, the question arises 
how to treat experiencer-subject verbs like mögen ‘to like’, hassen ‘to hate’, bewundern 
‘to adore’: Their preferred argument linearisation is universally taken to be SO. Yet, 
there is also a consensus that they are not causative. So, how can this preference come 
about if we do not want to assume case- or grammatical-role-based LP rules? While 
we cannot dive further into this topic here, we note that crosslinguistically, ES verbs 
are often taken to be individual-level predicates (see e.g. Pylkkänen 2000 on Finnish; 
Fábregas & Marín 2015 on Spanish). If such an analysis is feasible for German, too, one 
could argue that the subject of an ES verb is thus a very likely aboutness topic (see 
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Krifka 2008 on this notion), and topics are usually assumed to precede comments in 
linear order (see e.g. Siewierska 1993 among many others).25 

An obvious question is why almost all accusative EO verbs fall into one class and 
almost all dative EO verbs into the other. Since it would require a discussion of many 
grammatical properties of EO verbs whose empirical basis is far from clear, we cannot 
provide linking constraints here. Nevertheless, we may speculate that the constraints 
governing linking are mostly similar or equal to some of the ones governing 
linearisation, one difference being that linking constraints apply to lexical items while 
linearisation constraints apply to structures that are built on the fly. This would explain 
why idiosyncrasies are possible with the former, but not the latter. Accusative case on 
the object of interessieren ‘to interest’ could be such an idiosyncrasy, at least in the 
grammar of some speakers. The reason for the close resemblance of these constraints 
might be that they reflect general cognitive preferences. If Haider (2020) is correct in 
assuming that scrambling comes about as the utilisation of a syntactic potential by 
other grammatical subsystems, we may assume that among the factors determining 
the ordering are also general cognitive preferences, some of which are also at work in 
linking/argument selection (cf. Dowty 1991). Since (by assumption) the demands of 
the other subsystems, which make use of the syntactic potential, may stand in conflict 
to each other, one will need some system of managing conflicting constraints anyway. 
The difference between a fixed-base-order-plus-movement and a free-base-generation 
account is then at which point broadly speaking thematic features become relevant: 
‘before’ syntax, when a base order is determined, within syntax via functional heads 
that syntactify thematic notions, or later as an important criterion when choosing 
between available structures? While our data cannot decide the issue, it seems to be 
more naturally explained by a free-base-generation approach (see section 3). A further 
point in case comes from the behaviour of comitative adverbials, which are not listed 
on argument structure representations. As shown by Kiss et al. (2023), they adhere to 
ACT if (and only if) they link their internal argument to an actor (an affirmative 
comitative takes over the role of a c-commanding antecedent and is subject to the same 

 

25 While Temme & Verhoeven (2016) suggest that the OS preference of dative EO verbs they found in FC 
experiments with inanimate subjects reflects hierarchical structure, they also assume that experiencers are likely 
aboutness topics. Of course, an inherent topicality also present in all-new contexts may be at play also in the studies 
reported here, and it may be the case that some part of ANIM's strength should be allocated to a topicality constraint. 
Crucially, however, in the examples with dative EO verbs in our study B, both subject and object seem to be equally 
likely aboutness topics (although the object seems to be a more likely aboutness topic with inanimate subjects), but 
with experiencer-subject verbs, the subject seems to be a more likely aboutness topic even with animate objects.  
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constraints then), so that postulating linearisation constraints on a higher level is 
necessary on independent grounds. 

We will end this section with some remarks on the nature of markedness of linear 
orders: If it is really the case that all orders not violating other, i.e. non-LP, constraints 
are equal before the syntactic law and strictly speaking non-syntactic constraints 
determine which variant is chosen (although the constraints may take up grammatical 
features), we can 1. notice that a view of markedness as constraint violation is 
compatible with Höhle’s (2019/1982) view of the (stylistically) normal order as the one 
permitting the most foci when calling that order normal that is optimal when all 
constraints not dealing with (or affecting) focus are fulfilled, and 2. view gradient 
acceptability of different orders as the result of constraint violations, such that 
candidates with fewer and less severe constraint violations are more acceptable.26 Since 
suboptimal orders are systematically not as unacceptable as clear grammar violations, 
we take it that markedness is gradable and so is grammaticality in a wider sense 
(including violable LP rules), while it need not be in a stricter sense (the alternatives 
among which one chooses are all equally syntactically well-formed). 

5 Conclusion 
We presented two studies investigating the unmarked argument order with German 
experiencer-object verbs. Study A showed that with inanimate stimuli, object before 
subject is the preferred linearisation for dative experiencer-object verbs, while the 
accusative ones show a preference for subject before object. With the animate stimuli 
in study B, however, preferences changed. Accusative EO verbs (even without an 
agentive reading) displayed a clear tendency towards SO while we observe no 
tendency at all for dative EO verbs. Explorative investigations of the data also 
indicated that there are verb-specific differences, which cannot be attributed solely to 
idiolectal variation. 

We argued that the patterns observed, particularly for the dative EO verbs with 
animate subjects in study B, are hard to reconcile with the widespread accounts of 
German sentence structure that assume a (predicate-dependent) base order (except for 
accounts that also assume violable linearisation constraints). We suggested that this 

 

26 To explain the fact that acceptability differences are perceivable across candidate sets, one can follow Keller 
(1998) and assume that the acceptability (grammaticality for Keller) of a candidate is determined by the amount of 
constraint re-ranking that would be required to make it optimal within its candidate set. 
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pattern and the influence of animacy may be most easily captured in a constraint-based 
framework and presented an analysis along these lines assuming free base generation 
of arguments. Building on the semantic distinction between causers and objects of 
emotion, it was not necessary to postulate linearisation constraints making reference 
to cases or grammatical roles. 
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